The GEOSIX Archive edition on DVD
The digitised archive edition, largely put
together by Brian Rogers, is finally close
to completion and will be on sale to
Society members from July 2015. It
consists of all the issues from 1-254. That
is to the end of 2014. The later issues
were produced on a word processor and
are reproduced exactly. Early ones were
produced on a duplicating machine. Many
of these have been scanned but many
more required transcription. In each case the issue is on the disc in PDF
format which can be opened using Adobe ® reader, that can easily be
downloaded from the internet. In fact, it should already come installed on
most computers unless they are very old.
The whole database of these issues has been indexed by territory. This
index should be read using an internet browser program such as Internet
Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox on a Windows computer or
Safari if you use an Apple computer. Again, if you are reading this you
will have at least one of these installed on your computer and the
program on the disc will automatically detect which one it is. It will use
that, to open the index files but it will work best if you download the most
recent version of one of these browser programs (which are all free).

The above example is part of the index for Bahamas. By clicking on one of the blue coloured
WN numbers, you will open corresponding article from GEOSIX.
e.g. clicking on WN57 will open the July 1969 issue on page 27 at the beginning of the
article on 1/2d and 1d definitives.

Full instructions on using the content will be included with the DVD.
The great majority of the work that has gone into producing this unique resource was
done by the late Brian Rogers and it is published as a memorial to his numerous and
extensive contributions to the King George VI Collectors’ Society.
The DVD is available only to KGVICS members and the price is £20 + p&p

